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- Prismacolor Premier Watercolor Pencils – Set of 36
- Prismacolor Colorless Blender Pencil
- Prismacolor Pencil Sharpener *(Any standard manual sharpener will do. However, the Prismacolor Pencil Sharpener is highly recommended as it features two blades for narrow and wide point sharpening to a precise point ideal for use with these pencils.)*
- Strathmore 400 Series Watercolor Paper Pad - 9” x 12”, Wirebound, 12 Sheets
- Masking Tape – 1” Wide
- Drawing Board or Hardboard Panel at least 11”x 14” or larger
- HB Graphite Pencil (any standard pencil will do)
- Plastic Tray Palette or Wax-Coated Paper Plates
- 1 Cup for Water. A regular cup will do. *Optional: Loew Cornell Round Brush Tub.*
- Roll of paper towels
- Brushes:
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - Round, Short Handle, Size 0
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - Designers’ Round, Short Handle, Size 4
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - Rigger, Short Handle, Size 1
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - Mop, Short Handle, Size 5/8”
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - One-Stroke, Short Handle, 3/4”
  - Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor Brush - One-Stroke, Short Handle, 1/8”
- Optional: 12” Ruler or Triangles, Kneaded Eraser, Vinyl Eraser, or any other traditional watercolor supplies such as Masking Fluid, Water Sprayer, Hairdryer, Sponges, etc.

*All the above art supplies can be found at Blick Art Materials, Michaels, or online. Understanding that it can sometimes be difficult to locate the correct items and/or everything may not be found at one store, we are offering the option to purchase all the required supplies from the instructor. The cost for this option is $149, which includes the Brush Tub. If you are interested in this option, please email Eddie at Eddie@EddieBruckner.com at least two weeks in advance of the first class (Before August 1, 2020). All the supplies will be available for a no-contact pickup. Payment can be made by Cash, Check, or via the Venmo App.

Any Questions? Contact Eddie Bruckner at Eddie@EddieBruckner.com